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The acclaimed debut novel of the best-selling LitRPG Saga, Chaos Seeds, from the father of

American LitRPG, Aleron Kong. #1 in Cyberpunk and Video Game Fantasy Over THREE

THOUSAND positive reviews on Goodreads In The Land: Founding, the first volume of the

award-winning Chaos Seeds saga, the Exiles and Eternals toy with the lives of unwitting humans.

Gamers sign away their souls in unread contracts as they log online each day. One at a time, these

people are stolen, mind and soul, into a world of magic and adventure that operates by the same

laws as the game they worshiped at for years. Through days of blood and nights of horror, Richter

makes both enemies and allies. After witnessing a death, as horrible as it was senseless, he

decides that simple survival is not enough. He will found a kingdom all his own. As his power grows,

however, so too does the list of killers that want what he has created. To survive, he must come to

grips with his own mortality and morality, and learn what all true warriors come to discover. Both

cannot always survive. "Are you a killer or a king?" they asked. His answer... "Is there a difference?"
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I read over 30 books per year so it could be me being jaded, or just having read a lot of similarly

tailored stories, but I usually don't much like most books I find for under $5. Even the ones with rave

reviews and 5 star ratings fail to engage me and are at most a 3/5 stars for me, I read them to kill

time while searching for the next great thing.Not so with this book! It is a full 5 star adventure book

in my mind. I was very surprised that from page 1 the book drew me in, I liked the character, writing

style and the novel system the author has invented for his world. There are no wordy passages just



to full pages, everything said is top the point and needed to move the story. It made reading the

book engaging for me, never made me want to yawn or look at the clock. :)The story line also

resonated with me. I could see myself in place of the main hero. The decisions made sense, the

battles felt like they could actually happen the way they are described. Nowhere did I feel like an

artificial element was included just to save the hero, the plot, or distract from something that doesn't

make sense. The unnatural and magical things make sense within the world.Bottom line, I'm glad I

clicked the Buy button on this book - I read it in less than a day, found another favorite author and

am eagerly awaiting to start on the next book in the series. This is one case where I want the series

to be long so I can immerse myself in the world for as long as possible.

Enjoyed the build up of the characters.Very different from the types of books I usually read.Will read

the next one

I have enjoyed Chaos Seeds more than most of the other LitRPG novels that I have read. With

regards to Chaos Seeds, the RPG aspect has been taken a bit less literally. It feels more like a

fantasy story where the magic elements are read once from a scroll and innately learned /

understood / cast (Raistlin Majere would not be amused). What breaks this first novel from the usual

LitRPG is that none of the other characters are part of the game. In fact, they don't even fall into the

NPC category - feels more like one guy with RPG on the brain is dropped into a R.A. Salvatore

novel. This is nice in that not everybody is trying to climb to the top of a heap of bodies. Kong has

created more of an "A Connecticut Yankee in King ArthurÃ¢Â€Â™s Court" vibe... with just enough

RPG jargon to call it LitRPG.

What happens during a quest in a game sends a gamer to become a founding "chaos seed" on a

new world. Rich descriptions, likable characters, and an engrossing storyline combine to make a

page turner. Well done!

The whole series was well written...i could feel the passion of the characters, their sadness by

personal loss, the joys of rebirth ofthe Pixie Queen. So well written, i wish i could have been a face

at the birth of the Queen. And while Richter was often a dick headI cheered for him when he did

well. The writing demonstrated his character (which was really benevolent), and caring.LOVED

ALMA!!! Undoubtedly, the best series i have read in years. Folks, i do a lot of reading, (two

Doctorates, and two Master's in three fields) and yet i found myself cheering and sometimes tearful,



for the main characters. Great character development!Can't wait for book 7 to be available......!!!.

I just finished book one. I am not a "gamer". Therefore, I was pleasantly surprised by how much I

really enjoyed the book!The fantasy of the RPG world mixed with the flashbacks to our current day

reality was great. An intriguing mix. It also helped ground me when I would get lost in the game talk,

prompts, updates, ect. However, by the end of book one I felt like I would rock at playing a RPG!

Watch out world...lolThe personality of the protagonist was really entertaining. He wasn't what I

expected, yet somehow I felt like I bonded with him and the deuteragonist.My favorite part of the

story was in the later chapters of the book. It was so good that I had to stop and do a page check

because I thought it was the ending cliffhanger! Little did I know...I am definitely going to read book

2!

so even though it is merely the first in the series it is responsible for the avalanche that is soon to

follow. I highly recommend this series and was in fact turned to it from a friend(who I overtook in

reading the books once I was introduced to them). a highly engrossing read. it is just the first few

drops in the torrential downpour that I hope this author gives to the world.

I read at least 3 books a week(thanks Kindle Unlimited!), and I thoroughly enjoy them...that being

said, this series is by FAR the most fun I have ever had reading a fantasy genre! The wry,

sometimes dark humor, the realistic and possible violence, and the well-weaved and crafted world

make this series one of my favorites of all time!
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